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Chapter 1719

At this moment, Ye Gucheng’s blue light had been taken into his hands, aimed at
George Han, and all the blue light erupted instantly.

Even though George Han was far away, the wind speed hit by the blue light still made
his whole face hurt!

“What a strong power. It turned out to be just a strong wind, and it is already as sharp as
a knife.” George Han was shocked, and at the same time forced the golden energy in his
body to try to resist Ye Gucheng’s fatal blow.

“George Han, be careful!” Qin Shuang shouted anxiously.

“boom!”

When the blue light came, it directly swallowed George Han’s whole person, and then
swept his whole person into flying in an instant.

As the blue light passed, the strong wind even rolled up a large piece of floor tiles on the
hall, and then followed. After the fierce blue light swept for tens of meters, it suddenly
dispersed, and George Han’s body, like a tornado piece of paper, was thrown directly for
several meters, and finally hit the ground heavily.

“Oh my God. Brother Ye Gucheng has actually realized the highest arcane annihilation
of the Void Sect’s Intermediate Spell, this…this is simply too terrifying.”

“This land extinction technique is really powerful, it can be stunned by the wind blowing
just by the side.”

“Haha, Brother Ye Gucheng is so young, he has cultivated such superior Dafa, he is
simply a model of my generation. It is estimated that throughout the entire Bafang world,
there are very few people who can achieve such speed.”

“This is the real strong.”

The disciples were dumbfounded and exclaimed again and again. At this time, Elder
Shoufeng and others also continued to nod with pride and madness. They were very
satisfied with Ye Gucheng’s move.

The head smiled faintly. It has been a long time since there has been such a talent in the
Void Sect to appreciate the ultimate ultimate skill of intermediate spells at such an age.



Qin Shuang is the only person who does not focus on Ye Gucheng. She has been
looking worriedly at George Han on the ground. She was swept by the ground. George
Han’s whole body was covered with dust, very embarrassed and a big body. Tan’s blood
tells what kind of injury George Han has experienced.

When Ye Gucheng met Qin Shuang’s eyes, she found that she was only looking at
George Han with worry, very dissatisfied.

However, George Han had been beaten to death by himself, and he was considered to
let out a sigh of foul breath.

Moreover, his attack caused Qin Shuang’s remarks to be doubted by everyone, and
even more in front of so many people. After all the limelight, Ye Gucheng couldn’t be too
proud, snorted coldly. Said: “Do not survey the waste of one blow!”

“Brother, is your math a bit disabled? Is this a blow? You already have two blows.”

A ridicule came, and everyone looked back and looked around. But the source of the
sound was not found. Some people felt that it was from the direction of George Han, but
George Han had been killed, how could he speak? Even if he wasn’t dead, it would be
very difficult for him to vent his anger. Does he have the strength to speak? !

“You are still close to the final blow. If you can’t even kill a slave with three blows, I think
you have the name of the three genius disciples of the Void Sect, so you can simply
cancel it. Otherwise, is it too embarrassing to say it?”

In Qin Shuang’s joyful and incredible eyes, George Han stood up slightly trembling.
Although the whole person was trembling, he clenched his teeth and stood there
abruptly.

George Han came back on the road and was forcibly put on the clothes by a disciple of
the Void Sect. At this time, his chest was shattered, and his collar and shoulders were
dyed red by the blood in George Han’s mouth!

If he hadn’t kept his eyes open, he would be no different from a dead man.

“This……”

The disciple of Wu Wuzong widened his eyes, almost unable to believe the facts before
him. George Han was able to stand up even after being hit by the ground!

All the elders present, including Elder Shoufeng, also frowned at this time. Elder Liufeng
wiped his eyes in disbelief, he really thought he was dim, and he was wrong.

But the fact is that George Han really stood up.

On that azure earth, George Han was once humiliated by the three strikes from the
center of the earth, now. He was faced with such a situation in the Void Sect, which was



too familiar to George Han. But the familiar beginning will never be on George Han, with
a familiar ending.

“Brother, please give me some strength. Really, I can’t kill my slave with two moves. I’m
really ashamed of you.” George Han finished speaking, spitting blood on the ground
disdainfully.

“Ah!!!” Ye Gucheng was going crazy, what was going on with this guy, if he said the first
move, he still retained some strength, then the second move. He really did his best!

But why, George Han can stand up under his full strength? Waterloo, the first time in his
life, could not have imagined that he would fall to a slave!

“You are really a bitch with a bad life. Well, you forced me, George Han!”

Ye Gucheng roared. The whole person quickly controlled all the energy in the body, and
then frantically volleyed out the place of Liuhe, and the light of Liuhe came out. At this
time, countless huge winds violently blew across the entire temple, even the clouds in
the sky outside. Shane is moving closer to the main hall!

“Oh my God, advanced attack technique, Liuhe Mirror Technique! This, isn’t this a
technique that elders can learn? Brother Ye can actually do this trick!”

Chapter 1720

“This……”

“It’s incredible, my goodness.”

A group of disciples were suddenly shocked by the celestial beings. The Liuhe Mirror
Technique, the high-level spells of the Void Sect, the real powerful attack magic skills,
but it is necessary to learn this, in addition to the amazing talent, more importantly, the
foundation of itself The work is more solid.

Because it must urge high-energy and high-attack spells. What is needed is that the
caster itself has a strong foundation to guide it, and at the same time, it needs a strong
body to support it. Otherwise, if it is forced to move, it will not only fail to move, but even
if it can, it will often burst into death because it cannot support it.

Therefore, formal disciples are generally discouraged from various advanced spells and
cannot touch them.

Even if you have passed the examination of the main hall and become a disciple of the
main hall, it often takes a long time to accumulate. But Ye Gucheng was already able to
release high-level spells before entering the hall for the exam, how could this not be
shocking.



Not only the disciples, but a group of elders also opened their eyes slightly and couldn’t
believe it.

Judging from the past of the Wuzong, even the disciples who have entered the temple
need to spend several years under the guidance of the head and the help of the growth
support materials of the Wuzong. Ye Gucheng had mastered it so early in advance.

It is not an exaggeration to use the description of Jingweitianren!

Elder Shoufeng and the elders with him, after being shocked, they clapped their hands
in excitement. This is his disciple with a face.

“Unexpectedly, Ye Gucheng already mastered these spells at a young age. The future
of this son is indeed limitless.” Elder Erfeng shook his head slightly, and said in envy.

“You and me, it was thirteen years after worshipping into the main hall, that you only
mastered the Liuhejing method, and at that time it was far less skilled and powerful than
he released today. Once this son enters the main hall, there will be my emptiness. The
whole faction of Heavenly Spirit and Earth Treasures is very likely to be the first person
in my clan for hundreds of years.” Elder Sanfeng also nodded heavily.

Lin Mengxi didn’t speak, her eyes just looked at George Han slightly.

Take the moment. George Han’s performance has exceeded everyone’s expectations.
A little slave, let alone two blows to Ye Gucheng, is able to withstand the two blows of
other ordinary beginner disciples.

Therefore, from Lin Mengxi’s point of view, George Han is indeed a manufacturable
material, and she has also begun to understand Qin Qingfeng’s willingness to accept
him as a disciple and the way the head wants him to teach George Han techniques
privately.

It now seems that George Han has really missed it on his own. If he is cultivated in the
future, this son should also be promising. Unfortunately, looking at it now, George Han
has no future.

Under the attack of Liuhejing Law, An You have finished eggs?

As an elder, Lin Mengxi and others know the power of the Liuhe Realm method better
than anyone, and George Han has no chance of surviving in the face of such an attack.

Yes, it was anything. With Lin Mengxi’s character, she would never make a judgment on
anything rashly, even if Ye Gucheng attacked George Han twice. She also did not judge.
Although, for many people, it is simply crushing without suspense.

But now, Lin Mengxi made a decision.



Because she knew too much about the destruction and damage caused by the Liuhe
Mirror Method.

at this time. The strong wind in the field has reached a level close to a hurricane, and
many of the ornaments in the temple are constantly shaking, which may be sucked
away by the hurricane at any time.

The next second, the hurricane stopped suddenly. Immediately after the point of Liuhe
in front of Ye Gucheng, the light suddenly prevailed, and the six attacks gathered in one
place, forming a very strong attack to attack George Han.

Turning the power into Liuhe, in the line of Liuhe into one, this operation can instantly
increase the energy several times.

When the huge energy struck, George Han couldn’t open his eyes completely by Feng
Jin. At this time, he didn’t dodge, he looked like a fool in the eyes of others, after all.
Faced with such an attack, what are you waiting for if you don’t run yet? !

George Han sat down slowly, although he came to Bafang World not long ago. But he
also knew that the power of Bafang World was so powerful that he could not imagine.
He didn’t expect to escape successfully under such an attack, and he didn’t expect
himself to rely on the golden energy in his body to protect him from complete damage.

“George Han, hide.” Lin Mengxi couldn’t help but yelled out.

She has always been as calm as her, and at this time she also sweated for George Han.

But George Han just closed his eyes, and at the same time made gestures that she
couldn’t understand gently in his hand, and then, George Han’s whole body was floating
in a golden light that was not easy to detect. However, Ye Gucheng’s energy is so
powerful that people ignore its existence.

boom! ! ! !

Almost at this time, the huge attack directly swept George Han. The head hurriedly
moved his hands, using his own energy to control the spreading energy to avoid
damage to the hall.

After the energy passed, the dust billowed, Ye Gucheng proudly retracted his hand, his
eyes filled with pride.

He also recently realized the Liuhe Mirror Technique. He was a blockbuster when he
wanted to enter the temple for exams, but he didn’t expect to be forced out of his trump
card by a slave.

Although it is a pity. But it doesn’t matter if Ye Gucheng thinks about it, after all, he is
also in front of everyone in the Void Sect, completely his shocking move.



“Senior Brother Ye. Strong, I didn’t expect you to even learn the Liuhe Mirror Technique.
It really is the future of my Nothingness Sect.”

“I also believe that in the future, Brother Ye will surely lead us to return to the top of the
Great Sect.”

“Who can say no? Brother Ye will not only lead us to the prosperity of the nihilism in the
future, but even shock the entire world of all directions. This is a genius among
geniuses.”

The disciples hurriedly sang their compliments, and Ye Gucheng was very happy.

Elder Shoufeng also stood up proudly at this time: “Hehe, according to me, Gucheng
has even learned the Liuhejing method, and he should also make an exception to
become a disciple of the temple. After all, he is shown by his abrupt strength, no Like
some people, maybe they just played a little bit of caution and got a little luck. It broke a
forbidden area that none of us saw.”

As soon as this remark came out, Elder Wufeng immediately asked for instructions:
“Yes, the head, Ye Gucheng has already completed the homework that it takes more
than ten years to reach the temple in the formal disciple stage. It is impossible to justify
without entering the main hall. “

“Brother Sect, Senior Brother Five and Senior Brother Shoufeng are right.” Liufeng also
agreed at this time.

The head chuckled and looked at the elder of the ordination courtyard. But what he
didn’t expect was that Wu Yan also nodded at this moment: “Brother in charge,
Gucheng has already mastered the Liuhe Mirror Method. It is a rare genius, and it
should be done specially.”

“If this kind of talent is not cultivated, wouldn’t it be my nihilism violent heaven and
things?”

Chapter 1721

The headmaster had not spoken yet, and all the disciples in the audience were also
shouting.

“Master, Ye Gucheng is really the blessing of my nihilism. This kind of talent should
regard my nihilism’s real future and cultivate it, and hope that the master will not
consider it.”

“Yeah. Senior Sister Qin Shuang breaks the forbidden necropolis and can still be
admitted in advance. Why can’t Senior Brother Ye Gucheng do? Regarding the difficulty,
why is Senior Brother Ye Gucheng stronger? Whether Senior Sister Qin Shuang really
relies on strength or luck is hard to say, but Senior Brother Ye Gucheng’s six-part mirror
technique is a real show.”



“Yes, please agree with the head master.”

The rhythm of the first peak elder is indeed very good, and the difficulty is alone, and the
necromantic forbidden is broken. It is indeed a higher difficulty, but the problem is that
he owes the credit to Qin Shuang’s luck.

In addition, Ye Gucheng’s shocking performance just now is vividly remembered, and
his tone changed in an instant.

Sometimes, only the newcomer laughs, whoever hears the old cry. It is so cruel.

The head nodded. In fact, this time he was promoted to Qin Shuang. The head had
considered for a long time. After all, the rules of the Void Sect cannot be broken casually,
but Qin Shuang’s ability to break the forbidden land of the dead really surprised him, and
he broke the rules. .

But what I didn’t expect was that after going around, Ye Gucheng would make him make
an exception again. Although Ye Gucheng’s high-level spells did prove that Ye Gucheng
was extremely talented, in the head of the head, he belonged to the level of genius and
could focus on training. But it hasn’t reached the point of breaking the rules, but
everyone is interested in this, and he can only helplessly look at the disciples: “Well,
since everyone is not opposed, then I declare that Ye Gucheng has also been promoted
to my high-level disciple. ,and……”

“Wait a minute, I object.”

At this moment, a voice sounded, and everyone looked back and looked around, but
looked at each other. No one spoke in the process, so who was the speaker?

When everyone was in doubt, a ruin in the corner of the main hall suddenly moved.

Everyone left after hearing the sound. All brows were frowned suddenly, wasn’t that ruin
caused by Ye Gucheng’s Liuhe Mirror Method just now?

Could it be? !

“George Han?!” Qin Shuang’s eyes suddenly stared there. He also yelled out of surprise
in his mouth.

The ruins opened slightly, at this moment, an arm stretched out. Then, with the force of
the arm, after shaking off a few pieces of dust around, the whole waste was completely
opened, and a dusty person slowly stood up.

“When I helped Senior Sister break the forbidden area for the dead, I could only say that
I was dead for a lifetime, but the three blows just now, tut, but that’s it.” George Han
patted the dust on his body. Disdainfully smile.



At this moment, the whole audience opened their mouths completely open, and there
was no way to hear what George Han was saying. They were already completely
stunned by George Han’s ability to stand up under the attack of the Liuhe Mirror
Technique.

That is the Liuhe Mirror Method! !

“This……”

“This……”

The elders of the first peak and the fifth and sixth peaks looked at each other, and Wu
Yan and the other peak elders also opened their eyes completely, surprised that they
were speechless.

This is simply impossible!

It is impossible for George Han not to die, how could he still stand up!

Seeing Ye Gucheng dumbfounded, George Han smiled disdainfully: “Although the Liuhe
Mirror Method is strong, it’s a pity that some people learn it. But there is nothing inside.
Just like that, I am embarrassed to break the record? Dare to compare with Senior
Sister Qin Shuang?”

Finished. George Han patted Ye Gucheng’s face: “Do you want a face?”

Ye Gucheng was shocked and angry: “You bitch, you talk nonsense!”

“Nonsense? A Liuhejing method can’t kill a little slave. It is estimated that the outside
school will laugh to death, and you guys are still proud of genius, you. Do you want a
face again?” George Han ignored. Then he sneered at everyone.

Hearing this, a group of disciples suddenly lowered their heads ashamed.

Ye Gucheng saw it. He looked at George Han hysterically, but couldn’t help him.

Qin Shuang looked at George Han with a smile. He was not dead. Qin Shuang was
already very happy. Seeing George Han hitting his face and Ye Gucheng and fanning a
group of disciples, he even treated George Han. Have a different view.

George Han at this time, in Qin Shuang’s eyes, was no longer a slave at all, but a real
man.

The head smiled slightly, with imperceptible satisfaction in his eyes.

“Since there is opposition, Ye Gucheng’s exceptional admission will be temporarily put
on hold.” At this time. The head said softly.



Upon hearing this, Elder Shoufeng was the first to quit: “Senior brother, although
George Han is not dead. However, the fact that Ye Gucheng does know the Liuhe Mirror
Technique cannot be changed. Secondly, we have nothing to do. What right does a
slave have to oppose?”

“Although he is a slave, he is the person who really took over the Six-Party Mirror
Method, and he naturally has the most say.” Qin Shuang shot back.

“This…” Elder Shoufeng was speechless.

“Well, what Shuang’er said makes sense. Let’s put this matter aside for the time being.”
The head waved his hand, leaving Elder Shoufeng with nothing to say. Then, the head
looked at George Han.

Chapter 1722

“As for George Han, he had an appointment with Ye Gucheng in advance. Since the
three moves, George Han can still not fall. This shows that Qin Shuang said nothing.
George Han really helped Qin Shuang in the necropolis forbidden. Naturally, the merits
and demerits will offset. This time I will no longer hold him accountable for his previous
rudeness, but there must be no next time, otherwise, he will be severely punished.” The
head announced.

George Han nodded: “Yes, the head.”

“As for Qin Shuang’s matter, she has neither fault nor merit. Everything is in accordance
with the previous decision. Everyone, do you have any opinions?” The head of the boss
laughed softly.

All the disciples nodded their heads one by one, George Han shocked them, but it also
showed that Ye Gucheng’s Liuhejing method is more likely to be illusory.

After all, they had to admit that George Han was very strong in order to resist the
Liuhejing method. It was far more difficult than letting them admit that Ye Gucheng had
water.

Not many people in this world are willing to accept someone who is worse than
themselves, who suddenly rides on their head one day and throws themselves far away.

Human prejudices are sometimes invisible, but they are the strongest.

After all, there are only a few people who can be so open-minded and change quickly.

This is true in the earth world, so is the Xuanyuan world, and the Bafang world is
naturally no exception. In theory, this is true where there are people!



and so. They are more willing to believe what George Han said, but they are not willing
to believe that George Han is strong, and they are no longer obsessed with Ye
Gucheng’s unconventional things, and quickly hug Qin Shuang’s thigh.

Seeing that everyone is no longer opposing, the head smiled slightly: “Then make it so.
From tomorrow, Qin Shuang will practice in the main hall from now on, under the
guidance of this seat. The others, please leave, yes, the fourth elder, You stay.”

Ye Gucheng glanced at George Han angrily, wishing to swallow George Han. If this kid
hadn’t ruined his good deeds today, he would already be a disciple of the palace, and he
would even be treated better than Qin Shuang!

But George Han. I broke my dream alive, and stomped on it.

“George Han, I want you to die!” He cursed coldly in his heart. Ye Gucheng turned
around angrily and left.

Qin Shuang walked quickly in front of George Han at this time, and slapped George Han
on the shoulder with excitement: “George, we’re all right.”

This shot. The pen-hold shot George Han grinned, “Sister, can you be a little lighter?”

Qin Shuang looked guilty and looked at George Han embarrassedly: “I’m sorry, I’m so
happy, so I forget you…”

“It’s okay, can you help me out here first, I want to rest, I can’t hold on anymore.” George
Han smiled bitterly.

Qin Shuang nodded: “Okay, I’ll take you back.”

“Don’t go back to the thatched cottage. Don’t let people know.” George Han whispered.

Qin Shuang whispered: “Don’t worry, I will take you to my house, no one will know
what’s wrong with you.”

Finished. Qin Shuang took George Han out of the main hall, and flew towards Sifeng
under the attention of a group of disciples.

Seeing Qin Shuang’s return, some of the left-behind disciples in the Fourth Courtyard
leaned forward with excitement, wanting to congratulate Qin Shuang. Seeing that Qin
Shuang was in a hurry and ignored no one, and at the same time assisted George Han,
their slave in the Four Peaks, it was even more surprising to them. Qin Shuang took
George Han all the way to Qin Shuang’s bedroom.

“This… this… how did Senior Sister Qin Shuang bring George Han back to the room.”

“That’s Senior Sister Qin Shuang’s boudoir. No man has ever been in it.”



At this time, in the main hall, seeing that everyone had dispersed, leaving only the elders
of the four peaks, the head sighed slightly, then proceeded. He made a strange gesture
in his hand, frowned, and looked at Lin Mengxi: “Sister Si. Have you seen the gesture I
did just now?”

Lin Mengxi had been observing carefully while the head of the movement was taking
action. At this time, she couldn’t help shaking her head: “Head of the head, Meng Xi had
never seen it.”

“I haven’t seen it either, but I seem to have seen it on the nihilism of the heads of the
void.” The head sighed after speaking, “It is a long-lost magical skill of no phase, and
nihilism records its amazing power. Being able to attack and defend is extraordinary. But
it was lost more than a thousand years ago.”

Lin Mengxi had heard the master mention it, but because of the loss, the Void Sect had
no information. So I don’t understand: “Master, have you found the non-phase magic?”

The head shook his head: “No, this move is just the one used by George Han when
resisting Ye Gucheng.”

Lin Mengxi was shocked: “Head. You mean, George Han will have no phase magic?
Isn’t it impossible?”

“This is exactly what I suspect. The Wuxiang Divine Art has been lost more than a
thousand years ago, and my record of this in the Wuxiangzong has been broken
because of this. George Han stayed in the Wuxiang for less than a few days. How is it
possible to learn it. But if it weren’t for Wuxiang Divine Art, what kind of magic did he use?
There is no such gesture in my current teaching method of Void Sect.” The head
frowned.

“In fact, it’s also strange. Although Ye Gucheng’s Liuhe Mirror Technique is really not
hot, it is absolutely strong. I thought that George Han had no chance of life, but I didn’t
expect this kid not only to die, but to stand. Come out.” Lin Mengxi said.

Thinking of this, the head could not help but smile: “What’s rarer is that he still has the
energy to fight back against Ye Gucheng.”
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